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ABSTRACT

The interaction of water waves with a tensioned, inextensible, vertical flexible membrane hinged at the sea floor and attached to a solid cylindrical buoy at its top, was investigated in the context of two-dimensional linear wave-body interaction theory. A two-domain boundary element program was developed based on a discrete-membrane dynamic model and simple-source distribution over the entire fluid boundaries. To verify the numerical results, a series of experiments were conducted with two different models in the two-dimensional wave tank. For each model, both surface-piercing and submerged cases were tested. The numerical prediction was generally in good agreement with experimental results except resonance regions. The comparison was improved after including viscous or material damping effects. It is shown that the buoy/membrane system can be a very effective wave barrier if it is properly designed.

INTRODUCTION

A flexible membrane can be used as a portable and sacrificial breakwater, containment boom, underwater screen (Huygens et al., 1994), and silt curtain (Sawaragi et al., 1989). It has the advantage of being lightweight, inexpensive, reusable, and rapidly deployable. Since it can be easily removed, we expect minimum environmental impacts on various coastal processes. Using inflatable buoy, it can be air-dropped and self-erected. Its shape and mass can be easily controlled by filling with air or water optimized for various sea conditions (e.g. Ohyama et al., 1989; Broderick & Jenkins, 1993; Zhao, 1994). In this paper, we will particularly focus on the use of floating or submerged buoy/membrane as a breakwater (Thompson et al., 1992).

Most floating breakwaters proposed so far (e.g. Seymour & Hanes, 1979; Sollitt et al., 1986; Isaacsen et al., 1994) have been relatively transparent to the incident wave field especially in the long wave regime. In order to improve the performance in long waves, it is necessary for the structure to occupy a major fraction of the water column. In view of this, numerous flap-type or elastic-beam breakwaters have been investigated but they were not greatly successful primarily due to the motion-induced waves in the lee side. The effectiveness of this kind of vertical breakwaters was improved by tuning structural responses (Sollitt et al, 1986; Evans & Linton, 1991; Abul Azm, 1994) or by adjusting structural flexibility (Lee & Chen, 1990; Williams et al., 1991,1992) and porosity (Wang & Ren, 1993).
In Kim & Kee (1996), the wave interaction with a tensioned vertical flexible membrane hinged or elastically supported at the seabed and the mean free surface was considered. Both analytic and numerical solutions were developed and used to assess the performance with varying various parameters such as membrane tension, length, mass, and mooring stiffness. It was found that almost complete reflection was possible despite large vertically-sinusoidal membrane motions which tended to generate only exponentially decaying local (evanescent) waves in the lee side. Consequently, the efficiency was in general higher than conventional floating breakwaters. The overall performance, however, depended on the magnitude of membrane tension and types of boundary conditions.

In Kee & Kim (1997), more practical buoy-membrane systems were considered. A special two-domain boundary element method was developed to solve the interaction of a rigid buoy and flexible membrane with regular waves. It was observed that diffracted and radiated waves by a buoy tended to diminish the efficiency of the membrane-alone case. However, it was shown that the practical system with a floating buoy can still be highly efficient if it is properly designed.

To validate the numerical results of Kee & Kim (1997), a series of experiments were conducted in a 35-m long, glass-walled two-dimensional wave tank at Texas A&M University. Two different models were tested both in regular and irregular waves. Reasonable agreement was observed between theory and experiment. The representative results of this experimental study are reported in this paper.
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**THEORY AND NUMERICAL METHOD**

The interaction of a buoy/membrane wave barrier with long-crested monochromatic waves is solved in the context of potential theory. Buoy and membrane motions are assumed to be uniform in the longitudinal direction thus allowing two-dimensional analysis. It is also assumed that wave and membrane motions are small so that linear theory may be applicable. For analysis, the Cartesian coordinate system with the origin on the mean free surface and the $y$ axis positive upward is used. Assuming ideal fluid and harmonic motion of frequency $\omega$, the velocity potential can be written as $\Phi(x,y,t) = \text{Re}[\phi(x,y)e^{i\omega t}]$. The velocity potential of a monochromatic incident wave of amplitude $A$ and wavenumber $k$, propagating in the positive $x$ direction is given by

$$\phi_0 = \frac{-igA \cosh ky}{\omega \cosh kh} e^{ikx}$$

where $\omega^2 = kg \tanh kh$ with $g$ and $h$ being the gravitational acceleration and water depth, respectively. The complex disturbance velocity potentials, $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$, in two fluid domains I and II (see Figure 1) satisfy Laplace equation $\nabla^2 \phi_l = 0$, ($l = 1,2$) and the following linearized free-surface ($\Gamma_F$), bottom ($\Gamma_b$), and radiation conditions:

$$-\omega^2 \phi_l + g \frac{\partial \phi_l}{\partial y} = 0 \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_F)$$

$$\nabla^2 \phi_l = 0 \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_b)$$

$$\frac{\partial \phi_l}{\partial n} = 0 \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_F)$$

$$\frac{\partial \phi_l}{\partial n} = 0 \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_b)$$

$$\phi_l = -i \eta_l \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_F)$$

$$\phi_l = 0 \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_b)$$

$$\phi_l = \text{constant} \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_F)$$

$$\phi_l = \text{constant} \quad (\text{on } \Gamma_b)$$
where \( n = (n_x, n_y) \) is the unit outward normal vector.

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} = 0 \text{ (on } \Gamma_b) \tag{3}
\]

\[
\lim_{|x| \to \infty} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \pm i k \right) \phi = 0 \text{ (on } \Gamma_c) \tag{4}
\]

Under large initial tension, we assume, for simplicity, that the membrane is inextensible and the heave motion of the buoy is negligible. Then the boundary condition on the buoy is

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} + i \omega \left( \eta_x n_x + \eta_y n_y \right) + \delta n \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} = 0 \text{ (on } \Gamma_b) \tag{5}
\]

where \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta function, and \( n_y = x n_x - y n_x \). The symbols \( \eta_x \) and \( \eta_y \) represent complex sway and roll responses respectively. In addition, the disturbance potentials must satisfy the following linearized kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the membrane surface:

\[
\frac{\partial (\phi + \phi_b)}{\partial x} = -i \omega \zeta \tag{6}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2 \zeta}{dy^2} + \lambda^2 \zeta = \frac{\rho \omega^2}{T} (\phi_b - \phi_1 - \phi_2) \text{ (on } \Gamma_m) \tag{7}
\]

in which \( \lambda = \omega \sqrt{m/T} \) with \( T \) and \( m \) being the membrane tension and mass per unit length, respectively. In (6) and (7), \( \rho \) is the fluid density, and the harmonic membrane motion \( \Xi(y,t) = \text{Re} [\xi(y)e^{-i\omega t}] \). The dynamics of the tensioned membrane is modeled as that of the tensioned string which satisfies one-dimensional wave equation. Unlike rigid body hydrodynamics, the body boundary condition on the flexible membrane is not known in advance. Therefore, the
membrane motions and velocity potentials need to be solved simultaneously. If buoy is submerged, the continuity of pressure and normal velocity must be satisfied along the fictitious vertical centerline above buoy:

$$\phi_1 = \phi_2, \quad \frac{\partial \phi_1}{\partial n} = -\frac{\partial \phi_2}{\partial n} \quad \text{at} \quad \Gamma_f$$

To solve the above boundary value problem, a two-domain boundary element method using simple sources along the entire boundary is developed. The details are given in Kee & Kim (1997). Two auxiliary vertical boundaries ($\Gamma_{c1}$ and $\Gamma_{c2}$) are located sufficiently far from the membrane such that the radiation condition (4) is valid. The discrete membrane equation is given in the following form:

$$\rho_i \omega (\phi_{o,j} + \phi_{i,j} - \phi_{i,j-1}) \mathcal{L}_j - T_j \left( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right)_j + T_{j+1} \left( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right)_{j+1} = -m_i \omega^2 \xi_j$$

where

$$\left( \frac{\partial \xi}{\partial z} \right)_j = (\xi_j - \xi_{j-1}) / \Delta z_j$$

The symbol $l_j$ is the length of the j-th segment, and $\Delta z_j = \frac{l_j + l_{j+1}}{2}$. The geometric boundary conditions at the seabed and the top connection point $(0,-R)$ are

$$\xi = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z = -h, \quad \xi = \eta + R \eta_b \quad \text{at} \quad z = -R$$

The equation (9) can in principle be solved for variable tensions. In the present study, however, we assume that the initial tension $T$ is much greater than membrane weight or dynamic tension thus can be regarded as constant. The sway-roll coupled equation of buoy motion is given by

$$M(-\omega^2)X = F_p - (K_{HS} + K_m)X - F_T + F_D$$

where $X = [\eta_{\eta_b}]^T$, $M$ =buoy mass matrix, $K_{HS}$ =hydrostatic restoring coefficients, $K_m$ =mooring stiffness, $F_p$ =potential force, $F_D$ =linearized drag force, and $F_T$ =force at the connection point. The force $F_T$ caused by membrane tension can be either restoring force or excitation. The detailed expression of these variables is given in Kee & Kim (1997).

**EXPERIMENT**

In order to validate the theory and numerical procedure developed in the preceding section, we conducted a series of experiments using a two dimensional wave tank (37-m long, 0.91-m wide, and 1.22m deep) equipped with a dry-back, hinged flap wave maker capable of producing regular and irregular waves (see Figure 2). The wave elevation was measured with a resistance wave gauge having an accuracy of ±0.1 cm. A probe measuring incident and reflected wave heights and another probe measuring the transmitted wave heights are placed at 9.14m and 24.38m from the wavemaker, respectively. The wave barrier model was placed at 18.29m from the wavemaker between the two probes. Regular waves were generated by a user-defined time-voltage input to the wave maker. The wave period range used in our experiments was from 0.7 to 2.5. The wave heights used in the experiments range from 3cm to 6cm.
A sinusoidal regular wave was generated with the beginning and end of the series attenuated in amplitude. Two models were constructed for the present study. The buoy of model I is relatively small and heavy and made of PVC pipe. The buoy of model II is relatively large and light and made of foam wrapped by plastic sheet. The models consisted of a flexible membrane suspended from a cylindrical buoy and hinged at the sea floor. The flexible membrane was made of a thin stretching-resistible plastic material resembling a plastic tarpaulin. The total length of the buoy with side caps was 86cm. The membrane was attached to the bottom by clamping it between two angle irons which were fastened to the bottom. Four (type 1) or eight (type 3) taut mooring (two at each end) lines are used and they consist of unstretchable steelon-nylon wire that can resist up to 534N and a spring near the bottom connection. When mooring type 3 is used, two taut cables having the same anchoring point are connected to the side and bottom of a buoy, respectively. The stiffness of each spring was measured by applying static loads. The stiffness per length was found to be piece-wise linear as displacement increases. To avoid being slack, each mooring line is slightly pre-tensioned. Table 1 and 2 summarize the principal characteristics of the model I and II used in the experiment. The signal of the incident wave train was obtained (see Figure 3a,b) as it passed the probe toward the membrane breakwater. Then, the reflected wave train was recorded as the reflected waves pass the probe again in the opposite direction. After averaging the wave heights for the incident and reflected, and transmitted wave trains, the reflection coefficient $R_f$ and transmission coefficient $T_r$ can be calculated from the ratio of the averaged reflected and transmitted wave height to the averaged incident wave height.
### TABLE 1. Particulars and Experimental conditions for Model I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surface Piercing System</th>
<th>Submerged System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density of PVC buoy</td>
<td>1690 kg / m²</td>
<td>1690 kg / m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of Cylindrical Buoy</td>
<td>10.65 (cm)</td>
<td>10.65 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of Cylindrical Buoy</td>
<td>0.6 (cm)</td>
<td>0.6 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy weight per unit length</td>
<td>6.6 kg/m</td>
<td>6.6 kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water depth</td>
<td>54.94 cm</td>
<td>66.45 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy Draft</td>
<td>11.50 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of mass center from S.W.L</td>
<td>-0.85 (cm)</td>
<td>-12.25 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave amplitude range without mooring</td>
<td>3-2 (cm)</td>
<td>2 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with mooring</td>
<td>2.5-1.5 (cm)</td>
<td>2 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave Period</td>
<td>0.74-2.1 (sec)</td>
<td>0.82-2.5 (sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line stiffness (average)</td>
<td>1.65 kg/cm</td>
<td>1.65 kg/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial tension of mooring line</td>
<td>1.81 kg/cm</td>
<td>1.81 kg/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring angle (degrees) type 1.</td>
<td>33°</td>
<td>33°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance</td>
<td>1.6 (cm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring attachment point from S.W.L</td>
<td>-0.85 (cm)</td>
<td>-12.25 (cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2. Particulars and Experimental conditions for Model II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surface Piercing System</th>
<th>Submerged System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density of Cylindrical Buoy</td>
<td>42 kg / m²</td>
<td>42 kg / m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of Cylindrical Buoy</td>
<td>17.5 (cm)</td>
<td>17.5 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of Cylindrical Buoy</td>
<td>14.5 (cm)</td>
<td>14.5 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy weight per unit length</td>
<td>3.9 kg/m</td>
<td>3.9 kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water depth</td>
<td>70.0 cm</td>
<td>90.0 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy Draft</td>
<td>25.75 cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of mass center from S.W.L</td>
<td>-8.25 (cm)</td>
<td>-28.25 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave amplitude range without mooring</td>
<td>3-2 (cm)</td>
<td>2 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with mooring</td>
<td>2.5-1.5 (cm)</td>
<td>2 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave Period</td>
<td>0.69-2.0 (sec)</td>
<td>0.78-2.0 (sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Wave Spectrum (Jowswap $\gamma = 1$)</td>
<td>1/50 scale $H_{1/3} = 1.5 m$, $T_p = 6.5$ sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line stiffness (average)</td>
<td>1.28 kg/cm</td>
<td>1.28 kg/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial tension of mooring line type1</td>
<td>2.00 kg/cm</td>
<td>2.00 kg/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial tension of mooring line type2</td>
<td>2.50 kg/cm</td>
<td>2.50 kg/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring angle (degrees) type 1.</td>
<td>40.2°</td>
<td>40.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring angle (degrees) type 2.</td>
<td>23.4°</td>
<td>23.4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance</td>
<td>10.75 (cm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring attachment point from S.W.L (type1)</td>
<td>-8.25 (cm)</td>
<td>-28.25 (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring attachment point from S.W.L (type2)</td>
<td>-25.75 (cm)</td>
<td>-45.75 (cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reflected and transmitted waves were repeatedly reflected from the wave maker and beach as time goes on. In order to minimize the effects of multiple reflection, the fixed single probe method was adopted in favor of moving single probe method and three-probe method (Isaacson, 1991). It is shown in Hagen (1994) that the present method is more reliable than the moving or three-probe methods when nonlinear phenomena or multiple reflections exist. In most of our surface-piercing-buoy experiments, the errors estimated from the energy relation were kept within 10%. The difference can be attributed to viscous, gap, and nonlinear effects, and mooring/material damping etc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The boundary element program developed as described in the preceding section was used to predict the performance of surface-piercing or submerged buoy-membrane wave barriers. The computational domain is defined as in Figure 1. The error was calculated from the energy conservation relation $R^2 + T^2 = 1$. It is seen that the errors uniformly decrease as the number of segments is increased.

Figure 3. (a) Incident and reflected, and (b) transmitted wave packet for wave period 1.08 sec.

Figure 4 shows comparison between the numerical results and measurements for a surface-piercing buoy/membrane breakwater (model I) without mooring lines. In this experiment, both small and large amplitude waves were used to see the sensitivity to wave heights. As can be seen in the figure, experimental data agree well with the present numerical results. As expected, smaller-amplitude waves correlate better with the linear wave-body-interaction theory. The discrepancy for large-amplitude waves can mainly be attributed to nonlinear effects since it is more pronounced in the high-frequency region. The experimental results satisfied the energy conservation with less than 8% error in the whole frequency range. To account for viscous and material damping effects, 2.5% of the sway and roll critical damping of the cylinder as well as 0%, 2.5%, and 5% of membrane critical damping was included in the cylinder and membrane equations of motions. The results are also plotted in Figure 4. As can be seen in this figure, its effect is not significant in the wave frequency range considered, which is not surprising because the relevant Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) number is smaller than 1.
Figure 5 shows the result of the same case (model I, surface piercing) except that the buoy is moored by a pair of weakly pre-tensioned springs (type 1) located at both ends of the cylinder. As mentioned earlier, the spring exhibited piece-wise nonlinear behavior, and thus the averaged stiffness was used in this computation. The computed results correlate well with the measured data except for the resonance region characterized by the sharp increase of the reflection coefficient. The discrepancy near resonance can mainly be attributed to the increased viscous and nonlinear effects. Actually in this case, we observed large buoy and membrane motions in the experiment. To assess the effects of increased damping due to viscosity and mooring lines, the same damping parameters as in Figure 4 were used in the motion calculation and the results are also shown in Figure 5. It is seen that viscous effects are increased near the resonance region.

In Figure 6, the experimental results for a moored (type 1), submerged wave barrier (model I) are compared with numerical prediction. The overall correlation of the potential theory with experiment is somewhat worse than the surface-piercing cases, indicating that viscous or material damping effects play a more important role for submerged breakwaters. The experimental results do not accurately satisfy the energy relation because of the increased viscous and nonlinear effects. In addition, we observed, especially for short waves (or large $kh$), mild wave breaking above the buoy surface, which can also contribute to energy loss. To see the viscous effects more clearly, we first included the sway drag force on the cylinder through Morison's formula as explained in the preceding section with 5% roll damping ratio. We can see in the figure that its effect is small. To have further insight, we also presented the cases in which the sway and roll damping ratios of the cylinder are 5%, and membrane damping ratio is increased from 0% to 5%. It tends to lower both reflection and transmission coefficients except near $kh=2.8$, where reflection increases. The new results with viscosity tend to correlate better with measured data.

Since the buoy of model I is relatively small and heavy, its wave-blocking performance is not very impressive. For comparison, the performance of a similar system with larger and lighter buoy (model II) was also tested and compared with numerical prediction. Figure 7 shows the performance of the model II without mooring for various $kh$ values. Figure 8 shows the performance of the same system with type 3 mooring lines. In both cases, the predicted results agree well with measured data except the resonance region, where nonlinear effects can be significant. It is also seen that the efficiency in long waves can be significantly enhanced by adding mooring lines. The efficiency for $kh > 3$ is very high regardless of the presence of mooring lines.

Figure 9 shows the performance of the submerged system (model II) with type-3 mooring in regular waves. Compared to the surface-piercing case, the efficiency in long waves is greatly enhanced, while that in short waves becomes poor. The predicted results again correlate reasonably with measured data. The results of Figure 8 and 9 indicate that high performance can be achieved for a variety of wave conditions if the submerged and surface-piercing systems are combined. Finally, In Figure 10a, the performance of the surface-piercing model II in irregular waves is shown. As a typical operational condition in a partly protected sea, a two-parameter Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with significant wave height=1.5m and peak period=6.5s was selected. We can see that the transmitted wave spectrum is greatly less than the incident wave spectrum. In this experiment, due to the accumulated multiple reflection from both wave maker and beach, the duration of the time series cannot be long. Therefore, five different time series of 180-s duration were generated and the averaged spectra were presented in Figure 10a. Figures 11a,b show the typical time series of wave elevation recorded by wave probes 1 and 3. Figure 10b shows the performance of the submerged system in irregular waves. For this plot, four different time series are averaged. One of such time series is shown in Figure 11c,d.
Figure 4. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a surface-piercing membrane breakwater (model I) without mooring lines. Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$, Exp. with small wave amplitudes $R_f(\circ), T_r(\Delta)$, Exp. with large wave amplitudes $R_f(\circ), T_r(\Delta)$. Additional lines are for 2.5% sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio of 0% (---), 2.5% (--), and 5.0% (-----).

Figure 5. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a surface-piercing membrane breakwater (model I) with type 1 mooring. Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$, Exp. $R_f(\circ), T_r(\Delta)$. Additional lines are for 2.5% sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio 0% (---), 2.5% (--), and 5.0% (-----).
Figure 6. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a fully submerged membrane breakwater (model I) with type 1 mooring. Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$ ( ), Exp. $R_f$(O), $T_r$(A). Circles (○) represent the results for which Morison equation for sway and 5 % roll damping ratio of the cylinder are used. Additional lines are for 5 % sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio of, 0 % ( ), 2.5 % ( ), 5.0 % ( )

Figure 7. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a surface-piercing membrane breakwater (model II) without mooring lines. Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$ ( ), Exp. $R_f$(O), $T_r$(A). Additional lines are for 5.0 % sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio of 5.0% ( ), and 10.0% ( )
Figure 8. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a surface-piercing membrane breakwater (model II) with type 3 mooring. Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$ (---), Exp. $R_f$ (O), $T_r$ (Δ). Additional lines are for 5.0% sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio 5.0% (-----), 10.0% (-----).

Figure 9. Comparison of the present numerical results with measured data for a fully submerged membrane breakwater (model II) with type 3 mooring. Exp. $R_f$ (O), $T_r$ (Δ), Num. $R_f$ and $T_r$ for sway and roll damping ratio of the cylinder and membrane damping ratio of 0% (--), 5.0% (-----), 10.0% (-----).
FIG. 10. The spectra of incident (---) and transmitted (-----) irregular waves for a surface-piercing model II (a) and a fully submerged model II (b).

FIG. 11. Time series of incident (a) and transmitted (b) waves for a surface-piercing model II, and incident (c) and transmitted (d) waves for a fully submerged model II.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The interaction of waves with a tensioned, inextensible, vertical flexible membrane hinged at the sea floor and attached to a rigid cylindrical buoy at its top, was solved in the context of two-dimensional linear wave-body interaction theory. Both submerged and surface-piercing buoy/membrane system were considered. A boundary element program was developed based on a discrete-membrane dynamic model and simple-source distribution over the entire fluid boundaries. A two-domain BEM was employed since the membrane is infinitely thin. Membrane motions and velocity potentials were solved simultaneously because the body-boundary condition on the membrane is not known in advance. The accuracy and convergence of the developed program were verified through comparison with analytic solutions.

To verify the numerical results, a series of experiments were conducted with two different models, in the two-dimensional wave tank. For each model, both surface-piercing and submerged cases were tested. The model I with a small buoy was efficient only for limited wave frequency bands, while the model II with larger and lighter buoy performed well for a wider range of wave conditions. The model II successfully reduced the sea state 3-4 to sea state 2. It was also found that submerged systems can be effective in blocking long waves, while surface-piercing systems are more effective for larger $kh$ values. The numerical prediction was generally in good agreement with experimental results except resonance regions. The comparison was improved after including viscous or material damping effects.
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